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Chapter 5:  Conclusion and Recommendation 

This research work concludes and put forward looking approach toward Global Governance 

from India‘s perspective. By assessing all the major Institutions of Global Governance, the 

points that India and Global Governance worked as a complementary to each other. In all the 

major areas of a state, all the organizations of Global Governance comes forward and support 

technically, financially,  institutionally and India too always put its effort and never regret nor 

any kind of inconvenience occurred by now. 

Since, last couple of year was extreme grey years because of Covid pandemic, still India is 

capable to fulfill its mandate to outside world as well and to its friends and neighbor partners. 

This shows New Delhi commitment for always been working for the Welfare of the Globe.  As 

India follows the ‗Vasudeva Kutumbakam‘ theory that is all World is a 'One Global Village' to 

India. 

The essence of Global Governance was itself to fulfill the gaps among Nations state or with 

international order and put a collective effort to solve global issues by strengthening Institutions, 

improvisation of communication, clarity regarding on global collective actions. 

Some suggestions based on research finding are: 

As by now Global Governance theme is  going on, it should add one more effort that is to make 

it as 'Good Global Governance' here not only addition of one word rather the ―work culture‖ 

should get improvised by ensuring its Efficacy, Efficiency, and Effectiveness and all the 

collective actions which are undertaken by authorized stakeholders should be legitimate. 
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The suo-moto application of Global Justice, anywhere in the World, where injustice prevailed in 

the form of worker wages, labour codes, business ethics or any matter related to Economic 

Institutions. The United Nations system including ILO, WTO, WIPO should come forward and 

to resolve the issues based on International standard norms. 

It will strengthen the current infrastructure of global governance, its legitimacy would be 

increased, the Trilateral Bond of Peace-Justice-Security emerges. It will ultimately help in 

overall strengthening, advancing and shaping global norms. So that, State's in upcoming times 

should also follow this work culture. 

Provide a new shape and dimension to global governance: India put effort to the present status of 

global governance through New Institutions. It is always pointed that after India's got 

independence then time onwards India's diplomacy overlook the regional power of Asia and put 

more focus in western based institutions. Rather, the diplomacy of New Millennium, India 

should put more focus in regional level as it is 'Act East' policy or policies based on 'Indo 

Pacific'. 

At only Regional level, the neighbor became closer to each other and all kinds of disputes 

resolved then it is a big win for India from here India create its own Structures of governance 

from Regional to Global level, because world is narrow down because of globalisation, so from 

regional area to wider areas outreach would be more effective in India case. 

In any Global issue, it is considered that without India's presence any decisive action is not 

possible at it is a matter of Climate Change, global warming, global terrorism, reforms at UNSC, 

Global trade or any other. New Delhi approach towards outside word is increasingly become 
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more dynamic and at the same time, India balanced its approach with the already established 

regime. 

There should be an international intelligence agency which work in all the realms of human 

beings either it is threat from any physical, chemical, biological weapon, safe from the world 

from any cyber attack, any inter-stellar event, natural disaster, or any hypothetical scene where 

human life have a threat. India too put its views on such International agency where participants 

from across the world can participate and save humanity and make it a better place to live. 

By now, it can be only say that Rising India has just started for its new role towards Global 

governance, it may take some time more but this is sure that in the upcoming time New India 

will have a very different approach from the past. 

To sum up here, all the decisions carry forward from previous chapters carry the evaluation in 

different contexts about the challenges faced by India and how to convert it into possibilities. 

Here, is the overview, concluding remarks and observations based on study.  

During the early years in the platform of Global Governance, mostly the policies and stances 

which India has so inclined more towards moral, normative and on humanitarian basis. 

For example, the first issue which India raised on the United Nations platform was to save 

International peace from any endangering event. So, from early times and up to now when 

Europe was under the clutches of war, still India remains some with its principle and right now 

India‘s become more vocal with its national interest as well. Therefore, in present times it can 

easily say that the hypothesis of this study tested true and India always gives new hope in terms 

of peace, development and stability.  
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India's political engagement has increased especially in 21st century whether the issue is related 

to climate or to maintain peace or in defense, science and technology. India stands hand in hand 

with all the parties and when there is tough time kind of Pandemic overshadowed the entire 

Global, India supplied vaccines, medicine across the countries without making any 

discrimination. It gives a big stature to India on International platform. All major institutions 

either it was WHO or any head of state of any particular country, directly asked India's assistance 

and India too come forward in this tough time and not only its own people but help in the best 

possible ways to mankind. Now that much of India's participation and communication is going 

on with all the major powers and institutions, then India should move forward to bring structural 

changes or come new reforms in the working culture of Global Governance. India gained 

immense stature but still a place which is desirable and deserving for India is still not in hands 

because the structure of global governance presently, itself elite in manner and called it as elitist 

where even after giving so much from our provide, we can't get in return absolute stature. It is 

necessary and need of the hour to make some design in Global Governance. 

India stands at the front runner and many developing and developed countries are in the favor of 

India to make changes or India now takes a more stake at  International forums and for this some 

―Innovative strategies‖ has to be found for the global workplace. 

Some more suggestions include:- Make a clear roadway for multilateralism and it would be the 

future. For example, in the current scenario, only P- 5 countries hold special places, so unlike 

this, in the new multilateralism regime each country holds a special place or no country holds a 

special place. The elitist tendency has to be removed. Each country, Island state, all nations must 

be covered under it. The narratives of super or major powers should be abolished. 
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The present institution which are working on global scale, without any doubt they are doing 

appreciable work at the same time to get a major voice in the group or institution, The particular 

country has to exchange with unlimited funds, which is not possible for small state because some 

Nation state has the capability and potential but only because of financial crisis their voice we 

could not see on global stage. The participation of regional level of groups or blocks are most 

essential. It will give a push for effective and efficient working of Global Governance and 

improvise the efficiency as well. Regional groups are the ones who are more aware of the 

dynamics of regional level rather than anyone else who is sitting for the just recommendation on 

global ground level.  All regional players have to get their adequate stature on global institutions 

and when there is synthesis between regional and global institutions, it will ultimately lead to the 

welfare of the entire state, society, people and global development comes. 

The major question which arises at the time of beginning of this research, are now able to put 

forward our stance in an appropriate manner. 

Firstly, the role of stakeholders in the working of Global Governance acts as a backbone to the 

strength and the system entire entirely. In various example, it is shown that how different non- 

government organizations, civil society, government of the respective state, different pressure 

group are helpful to make any project successful. Without their support, the hierarchy system 

would become strengthen and the walk on ground level by international organization would not 

be effective. Secondly, India faced many challenges from the mid of 20th century itself, but now 

India carry that potential and capability to take steps forward and to make the Global governance 

more democratic in nature. As India, is one of the largest democracy itself, so they properly 

know the work culture under democratic conditions. India carries forward its democracy with 

grace and the norms, morals, which are side by side going on with the standard of operation of 
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any particular work project, that must be applied on the world stage as well. It will give a push to 

democracy as a concept and the participation of people will increase and a liberal and rules based 

World order will eventually take place. In all the institutions of global governance, a new 

strategic design of democracy should be involved and a lot of them evolve in a holistic manner. 

Thirdly, India got opportunities at various times and says that, India has various opportunities to 

become the rising power in the New World order. Either it was the case of terrorism in 

Afghanistan issue or the climate issue issues associated with Pandemic or conflict region. Every 

time, India comes forward in their respective manner and responds to the situation wisely. This 

not only brings India's wide stature but at the same time a large mass of the world and many 

countries got the helping hand in the form of a rising state. India always follows the philosophy 

of ―Vasudhaiva Kutumbakama‖ that means ―The earth is a family‖. From ancient time itself 

India's always believed to contribute to world peace and up to now the philosophy acts as a 

foundation of India's outlook to the globe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


